
2 in 1 (Diamond
Dermabrasion+Microcrystal)
Read More
SKU: F336
Categories: Beauty Equipment, Electrical, Face
Machines

Product Description
Beauty instrument that combines 2 functions: diamond and aluminium oxide microcrystal
microdermabrasion. Ideal for controlled, precise and gradual exfoliation and to improve skin
quality, reduce spots, smooth fine lines and treat scars.

2 in 1 (Diamond
Dermabrasion+Skin Scrubber)
Read More
SKU: F334
Categories: Beauty Equipment, Electrical, Face
Machines

Product Description
Beauty instrument that combines 2 functions: diamond microdermabrasion and skin scrubber.
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2 Sided Banana Nail File 80/80
Read More
SKU: 373402
Categories: Hands & Feets, Nail Files, Nails

Product Description

2-Section Folding Black Massage
Bed / Couch Made of Wood
Read More
SKU: AC126967
Categories: Beauty couches, Beauty Furniture,
Furniture

Product Description

2-Section Folding Black Massage Bed /
Couch Made of Wood
The KOMFORT folding massage table is a functional lightweight wooden structure. The couch is
made of a thick sponge covered with high-quality eco-leather. The advantage of KOMFORT
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massage tables is the ability to adjust the height of the table and the possibility of quick
folding. The handle and carrying bag give comfort especially to people whose work takes place
not only in surgeries but also with patients.
- Adjustable headrest
- Opening for the face
- Side armrests
- Height adjustment
- Carry bag
- Net weight 15kg

3 Volume Curling Tongs
Read More
SKU: IDEJDL-093
Categories: Curling, Electrical, Hair Equipment, Pg 4
Hair Catalogue

Product Description

Amazing Effect of the Professional 3 Volume Curling Tongs: professional 3 jumbo barrels with
ceramic create extra-large and beautiful.

Our 3 barrel hair curling iron curling wands can create large natural sexy ‘S’ hair waver for
any beauty.
High technology, tourmaline and ionic technology for maximum hair condition of shinier
and healthier long looking waves.
The hair curler will not act like other hair curlers which always curl your hair with frizz.
The new ceramic coating ensures the frizz control while remaining safe without any
damage.
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3-Section Folding Massage Bed /
Couch Wood Comfort White
Read More
SKU: 132195
Categories: Beauty couches, Beauty Furniture,
Furniture

Product Description

3-section folding massage Bed / Couch wood comfort, white
The folding comfort massage table is a functional, lightweight wooden structure. The lounger is
made of a thick sponge covered with high-quality eco-leather. The advantage of comfort
massage tables is the possibility of adjusting the table's height and quick folding. Handling and
carrying bagg provide comfort, especially for people whose work takes place not only in offices
but also for patients.
- adjustable headrest
- hole for the face
- side armrests
- height adjustment
- carrying bag
- net weight 17kg
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3-Section Portable Black
Massage Bed / Couch Made of
Aluminum
Read More
SKU: AC126969
Categories: Beauty couches, Beauty Furniture,
Furniture

Product Description

3-Section Portable Black Massage Bed / Couch Made of Aluminum
The portable 3-section folding comfort massage table is a functional combination of a wooden
frame with light aluminum legs.
The lounger is made of a thick sponge covered with high-quality eco-leather.
The advantage of comfort massage tables is the possibility of adjusting the table's height and
quick folding.
Handling and carrying bags provide comfort, especially for people whose work takes place not
only in offices but also for patients.
Length: 186 cm Width: 59 cm Height: min 62cm – max 80cm Max. Load: 120 kg
- adjustable headrest
- hole for the face
- side armrests
- height adjustment
- carrying bag
- net weight 17kg
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35000RPM Nail Drill Machine
Read More
SKU: DRILL109
Categories: Nail Equipment

Product Description

High Speed up to 35000 RPM: This professional nail drill designed with 6pcs different metal
bits and high adjustable 35000 RPM. Low heat, low noise, super low vibration. Variable
speed control for your different usage needs. Powerful and smooth enough for natural
acrylics nails, gel polish dip powder nails as well as removal cuticle dead skin, calluses.
Premium Quality Torque: This Electric Manicure Drill come with the feature of high
precision and top torque to avoid it from stopping occasionally when applying appropriate
pressure. Ventilated design reduces the temperature of the handpiece. Awesome for nail
buffing, filing the shape of various nails, and smoothing calluses or hardened skin on your
hands and feet.
Rechargeable and Cordless: This electronic nail machine which can last 24 hours after 8
hours fully charged. Equipped with smart LCD Display, which can show clearly the suitable
RPM to choose and accurate battery remaining capacity to recharge. PLEASE DON'T USE IT
WHILE THE MACHINE IS CHARGE.
Stand charger design: Many manicurists worry about the inconvenience of the portable
sander. The bracket type charger can solve this problem for you, it can charge the
machine, and can also be used as a stand for the machine.
Portable and Lightweight Design: Top quality aluminum alloy long-life handle design, Matte
feel to avoid all fingerprints. Switch Forward and Reverse Rotating suitable for Right-
handers or Left-handers. Twist lock chunk for hold bits tightly and quick bits release. It is
perfect for both home and salon use, for carving, engraving, routing, grinding, sharpening,
sanding, cutting, polishing, drilling, and perfect for pet nail sanding.
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3D Silicone Brush ID Facial
Cleanser
Read More
SKU: IDE3DCLEANBRUSH
Categories: Beauty Equipment, Electrical

Product Description

Features fine soft bristles on one side and exfoliating silicone pad on the other. Giving your face
the ultimate cleansing experience EXFOLIATING TO IMPROVE SKIN TONE – Scrub/stimulate your
face skin with this brush to remove impurities, dead skin, fix clogged pores, blackheads and
eliminate unwanted oils leaving a healthy shine on the face STIMULATE COLLAGEN
PRODUCTION – Massage your face once a day with this brush to improve circulation and
collagen, best anti-aging secret for your skin! Rinse face with warm water, add your favorite
cleanser and use small circular motions all over the face area and chin. Alternate sides for best
results  

4 In 1 (Diamond
Dermabrasion+US+C&H
Hammer+Skin Scrubber)
Read More
SKU: F332
Categories: Beauty Equipment, Electrical, Face
Machines
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Product Description
Beauty instrument that combines 4 functions: diamond microdermabrasion, ultrasound, hot and
cold hammer and skin scrubber. Ideal for deep cleaning and to improve the cellular metabolism,
smooth skin and enhance product absorption.

4-engine SPA Bed/Couch
Read More
SKU: WK2249
Categories: Beauty Furniture, Electric Beauty
Couches, Furniture

Product Description
4-engine SPA bed that adjust the height, the backrest, the footrest and the whole bed
inclination. White PU upholstery with high quality and comfort padding. 3-section single-block
mattress. Adjustable armrests and headrest with breather hole. Also available with a brown
base. Product size: 198x76x68/86 cm Weight: 104 Kg Upholstery: PU Up and down 68/89 cm

5 in 1 (C&H
Hammer+HF+Brush+Vac&Spray)
Read More
SKU: F331
Categories: Beauty Equipment, Electrical, Furniture
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Product Description
Beauty instrument that combines 5 functions: cold and hot hammer, high frequency, rotary
brushes and vacuum and spray. Ideal for superficial exfoliation, blackhead extraction,
disinfection and skin toning and to close pores and smooth delicate skins.

5 in 1 (High-Conductivity
Gloves+Bio Skin
Smoother+US+Galvanic+Skin
scrubber)
Read More
SKU: F330
Categories: Beauty Equipment, Body Machines,
Electrical

Product Description
Beauty instrument that combines 5 functions: High-conductivity gloves, BIO-skin smoother, skin
scrubber, ultrasound and galvanic current. Ideal to recover skin elasticity and stimulate blood
and collagen fibres circulation. It eases the penetration of active substances into the skin and
contributes to blemish removal.
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5 in 1 Beauty Instruments
Read More
SKU: F815
Categories: Beauty Equipment, Body Machines,
Electrical

Product Description
Beauty instrument that combines 5 functions: high frequency, ultrasound, galvanic current and
vacuum and spray.

A Steam and Infrared Light Hair
Straightener
Read More
SKU: BCM8211
Categories: Electrical, Gifts, Hair Equipment, Him &
Her Gifts, Mothers Day Gifts, Straighteners

Product Description
Steam and Infrared Light Hair Straightener Thermal conductor diameter 21mm-30mm.
Temperature control adjustment. Thermal Conductor Material Tourmaline Ceramics. Add
moisture to the hair to make the hair shinier. The hair pulled by the steam straightener keeps
the hair naturally straight for a more extended period. Free Delivery in Malta
https://youtube.com/shorts/qUC1M8Ir-K0?feature=share  
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AC Barber Mat Medium
Read More
SKU: AC129177
Categories: Barber furniture, Hair Accessories, The
Barber

Product Description

AC Barber Spray Silver A-12
300ml
Read More
SKU: AC129139
Categories: Accessories & Disposables, Hair
Accessories, Hair Tools

Product Description

Hairdressing sprayer, made of plastic, is perfect for any hairdressing salon.
Durable, stable performance.
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AC Barbicide Concentrated for
Disinfected Tools 500ml
Read More
SKU: AC131210
Categories: Sterilising

Product Description

Barbicide 500ml
For professional disinfection in hairdressing salons, beauty salons and wellness centers. Safe for
tools and accessories. Safe to use for disinfecting acrylic surfaces , stainless steel, plastic,
combs, brushes, rollers, hair scissors and cosmetic tools.

AC Barbicide Glass Container for
Disinfection 120ml
Read More
SKU: AC106164
Categories: Beauty Tools, Sanitizing Products, Tools

Product Description

The handy small container is perfect for disinfecting small items such as cutters, tips from
devices, e.g. microdermabrasion, brushes, cutters. Loved by mobile beauticians. The container
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is made of high-quality glass resistant to chemical biocides. The characteristic BARBICIDE
container with a transparent blue disinfecting liquid is a symbol of a professional and high-
quality office. Barbicide container known in beauty salons and hair salons around the world. The
aesthetic container and the pleasant smell of the Barbicide solution encourage professionals to
disinfect them frequently, even in the presence of the customer. SHOW YOUR CUSTOMERS
THAT YOU TAKE CARE OF THEIR HEALTH! DISINFECT ON THE CUSTOMER'S EYES IN
THE BARBICIDE CONTAINER!
Usage Pour 80 ml of water into an empty container (preferably standing still). Measure 5 ml of
Barbicide concentrate. Immerse tools and accessories in the prepared solution. After 10
minutes, effectively disinfected tools and accessories are removed and put on a prepared, clean
place. Disinfection methods depending on the type of tools and accessories are listed in the
"Instructions for preparing the solution" attached to the Barbicide Koncentrat product
description.

AC Beauty Trolley HS09 White
Cosmetic
Read More
SKU: AC126765
Categories: Beauty Furniture, Beauty Trolleys,
Furniture

Product Description

AC Beauty Trolley White Cosmetic
Light table - helper. Aesthetically made, mobile, and perfect for beauty salons and spa salons.
The frame of the table is made of metal.
Package dimensions: 86 x 35 x 15 cm
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AC Cosmetic Pedicure Stool
White
Read More
SKU: AC123839
Categories: Beauty Furniture, Beauty Stools,
Hairdressing Stools, Nail Furniture, Nail Stools

Product Description

Cosmetic Pedicure Stool White
Cosmetic stool for pedicure BASIC 304P white 1 pc Comfortable cosmetic stool, stable on a five-
star base, with rubberized wheels, with the possibility of disassembling the backrest, white, a
necessary piece of furniture in a beauty salon. Dimensions: - dimensions of the seat, diameter
32 cm - height min. 38 cm - height max. 43 cm

AC Cosmetic Stool AM -304
White
Read More
SKU: AC133200
Categories: Beauty Furniture, Beauty Stools,
Furniture, Hairdressing Furniture, Hairdressing Stools,
Nail Furniture, Nail Stools

Product Description
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Cosmetic stool AM-304 white 1 pc Comfortable cosmetic stool, stable on a five-star base, with
rubber wheels, removable backrest, white, an indispensable piece of furniture in a beauty salon.
Dimensions: - seat dimensions, diameter 32 cm - height min. 50 cm - height max. 64 cm
Technical data: - hydraulic - five-star base with rubber wheels - dimensions of the package: 49.5
x 49.5 x 22 cm - weight in the package: 7.5 kg - number of packages: 1

AC Cosmetic Stool am-304 Black
Read More
SKU: AC107763
Categories: Beauty Furniture, Beauty Stools,
Hairdressing Stools, Nail Furniture, Nail Stools

Product Description

AC Cosmetic Stool am-304 Black
Comfortable cosmetic stool, stable on a five-star base, with rubberized wheels, with the
possibility of disassembling the backrest, in black, a necessary piece of furniture in a beauty
salon. Dimensions: - dimensions of the seat, diameter 32 cm - height min. 50 cm - height
max. 64 cm Technical data: - hydraulic - five-star base with rubberized wheels - packaging
dimensions 49.5 x 49.5 x 22 cm - weight in the package 7.5 kg
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AC Cosmetic Stool am-304 White
If you have any further queries please do not hesitate
to contact us on 21820112 or email us on
info@beautycentremalta.com
Read More
SKU: AC100764
Categories: Beauty Furniture, Beauty Stools,
Furniture, Nail Furniture, Nail Stools

Product Description

Cosmetic stool AM-304 white 1 pc Comfortable cosmetic stool, stable on a five-star base, with
rubberized wheels, removable backrest, white, an indispensable piece of furniture in a beauty
salon. Dimensions: - seat dimensions, diameter 32 cm - height min. 50 cm - height max. 64 cm
Technical data: - hydraulic - five-star base with rubber wheels - dimensions of the package: 49.5
x 49.5 x 22 cm - weight in the package: 7.5 kg - number of packages: 1

AC Cosmetic Stool Black
Read More
SKU: AC134993
Categories: Beauty Furniture, Beauty Stools,
Hairdressing Stools, Nail Furniture, Nail Stools

Product Description

Cosmetic Stool Black
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Comfortable cosmetic stool, stable on a five-star base, with rubberized wheels. An
indispensable piece of furniture in a beauty salon.
 
Technical data: - UP / Down  -Min 46cm  - Max 61cm - five-star base with plastic wheels -
weight in the package 7.5 kg-Min 46cm  - Max 61cm  

AC Cosmetic Stool Black AM-312
Read More
SKU: AC126070
Categories: Furniture, Hairdressing Furniture,
Hairdressing Stools, Nail Furniture, Nail Stools

Product Description

Comfortable cosmetic stool, stable on a five-star base, with rubberized wheels. An
indispensable piece of furniture in a beauty salon.

AC Couch Cover Beige 70x190cm
Read More
SKU: AC100403
Categories: Accessories & Disposables, Disposable
Beauty, Disposables

For any prices send us the SKU on Whatsapp - 7939 0028
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Product Description

AC Couch Cover Beige 70x190cm
MATERIAL: The bedspread is made of high-quality terry fabric, it is very durable and flexible.
FUNCTIONALITY: The material absorbs liquids such as sweat or oils, thanks to which the patient
enjoys great comfort during the procedure. DURABILITY: The material does not shrink and does
not lose color during washing, thanks to which it looks like new for a long time ADJUSTMENTS:
The sheet measures 70 x 190 cm and fits perfectly to most armchairs, couches and massage
tables. There is an elastic band sewn into the edge of the cover, which allows for a perfect fit of
the cover to the chair. PROTECTIVE: The sheet protects your furniture and keeps it in good
condition for a long time. 1. Dimensions: 70x190 cm 2. Weight 180g/m2 3. Polish product 4.
Temp. Washing - 40 degrees C

AC Couch Cover Black 70x190cm
Read More
SKU: AC125953
Categories: Accessories & Disposables, Disposable
Beauty, Disposables

Product Description

AC Couch Cover Black 70x190cm
MATERIAL: The bedspread is made of high-quality terry fabric, it is very durable and flexible.
FUNCTIONALITY: The material absorbs liquids such as sweat or oils, thanks to which the patient
enjoys great comfort during the procedure. DURABILITY: The material does not shrink and does
not lose color during washing, thanks to which it looks like new for a long time ADJUSTMENTS:
The sheet measures 70 x 190 cm and fits perfectly to most armchairs, couches and massage
tables. There is an elastic band sewn into the edge of the cover, which allows for a perfect fit of
the cover to the chair. PROTECTIVE: The sheet protects your furniture and keeps it in good
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condition for a long time. 1. Dimensions: 70x190 cm 2. Weight 180g/m2 3. Polish product 4.
Temp. Washing - 40 degrees C

AC Couch Cover Brown
70x190cm
Read More
SKU: AC100402
Categories: Accessories & Disposables, Disposable
Beauty, Disposables

Product Description

AC Couch Cover Brown 70x190cm
MATERIAL: The bedspread is made of high-quality terry fabric, it is very durable and flexible.
FUNCTIONALITY: The material absorbs liquids such as sweat or oils, thanks to which the patient
enjoys great comfort during the procedure. DURABILITY: The material does not shrink and does
not lose color during washing, thanks to which it looks like new for a long time ADJUSTMENTS:
The sheet measures 70 x 190 cm and fits perfectly to most armchairs, couches and massage
tables. There is an elastic band sewn into the edge of the cover, which allows for a perfect fit of
the cover to the chair. PROTECTIVE: The sheet protects your furniture and keeps it in good
condition for a long time. 1. Dimensions: 70x190 cm 2. Weight 180g/m2 3. Polish product 4.
Temp. Washing - 40 degrees C
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AC Couch Cover Graphite
70x190cm
Read More
SKU: AC142978
Categories: Accessories & Disposables, Disposable
Beauty, Disposables

Product Description

AC Couch Cover Graphite 70x190cm
MATERIAL: The bedspread is made of high-quality terry fabric, it is very durable and flexible.
FUNCTIONALITY: The material absorbs liquids such as sweat or oils, thanks to which the patient
enjoys great comfort during the procedure. DURABILITY: The material does not shrink and does
not lose color during washing, thanks to which it looks like new for a long time ADJUSTMENTS:
The sheet measures 70 x 190 cm and fits perfectly to most armchairs, couches and massage
tables. There is an elastic band sewn into the edge of the cover, which allows for a perfect fit of
the cover to the chair. PROTECTIVE: The sheet protects your furniture and keeps it in good
condition for a long time. 1. Dimensions: 70x190 cm 2. Weight 180g/m2 3. Polish product 4.
Temp. Washing - 40 degrees C
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